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Getting Started!
Exercise during pregnancy has heaps of benefits for mother and baby. Before
you start, read our tips to make sure your pregnancy exercise routine is safe
and effective!
Listen to your body – if your workout feels too intense,
slow down or stop but even gentle exercise will help you
maintain a healthy pregnancy.
• If you’re new to exercise, build up slowly - start with
15-20 minutes, 5 days a week and build up as you feel
fitter.
• Aim to maintain your fitness levels rather than looking
for a big improvement.
Be sure to warm up and cool down! It’s even more
important to prepare your body for exercise when you’re
pregnant to help prevent injury.
Stay fuelled. Make sure you eat sensibly and don’t
exercise on an empty stomach.
Drink plenty of fluid. Small sips of water are best so
keep a bottle of water handy.
Keep cool. Your core body temperature increases
when you’re pregnant so exercise outdoors or in an air
conditioned room if possible.
Carry on talking! If you’re exercising too hard to chat,
then it’s time to reduce the intensity of your work out.
Avoid exercises that involve you lying on your front
after the first trimester and avoid lying on your back after
12 weeks (earlier if you feel dizzy or nauseous).
Give yourself a day off from cardio-vascular exercise at
least once a week – your body will need the break. Enjoy a
day of relaxation – or just a few gentle stretches.
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Don’t push yourself too hard – aim to maintain rather
than improve your fitness.
Relaxin loosens up your joints during pregnancy so
quick, uncontrolled movements are inadvisable
The extra pressure on your bladder can make vigorous
exercise more of a challenge – allow for plenty of loo
breaks and practise your pelvic floor exercises every day.
Make sure everything is progressing well with your
pregnancy before you start any regular exercise routine and
if you have any concerns talk to your doctor or midwife. Tell
your instructor, or coach that you’re pregnant and adapt
your routine as necessary.
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Choose the right gear for your
pregnancy workouts
It’s not just about dressing to impress in the gym (although that does
have its merits!) there are some excellent reasons for choosing the right
kit. Wearing an over-sized t-shirt and drawstring trousers is not going to
motivate you to exercise – looking good makes you feel good too!
• Dress comfortably. Avoid clothes that restrict your movement and
especially ones that put pressure on your baby bump – a tight band across
your belly will make you feel increasingly uncomfortable.
Your core body temperature increases during pregnancy and you are
likely to sweat more as your body becomes more efficient at keeping you
cool. Moisture-wicking exercise clothes will help wick sweat away from your
body and keep you fresh.
Ideally choose maternity fitness clothes that expand as you grow and will
look good after your baby is born too. A high level of elastane will make them
stretchy enough to work throughout your pregnancy and regain their shape
after the birth.
Most women recognise the merits of wearing a sports bra and prefer not
to jiggle when jogging. Clothes that support your bump will give you a similar
level of comfort and security for your growing baby.
Your breasts will get bigger during pregnancy so make sure your bra
fits properly and gives you the right level of support without rubbing or
constricting.
If you’re stretching up or stretching out you don’t want to your fitness
gear to ride up or fall down. Well fitting tops should have a longer length
to cover your bump and, depending on your exercise routine, a firm band
around your hips to keep them in place. Bottoms or workout pants are most
comfortable if they are cut to fit right over your bump.
Choose the right shoes for your exercise routine – there are so many
different types and styles but it’s important when you’re pregnant to make
sure you trainers fit well and won’t slip.
Wear socks that are designed to cushion your feet. Your feet can
swell up during pregnancy and become more tender – look after them with
cushioned socks that won’t slide down and rub.
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Running
Running is a fantastic cardiovascular exercise that’s
easy and inexpensive. If you are a regular runner
before you became pregnant there’s no reason not to
carry on running as long as you feel comfortable.
Accept the fact that you might not run quite so often,
quite so far or quite as fast as your heart is already
working that extra bit harder to supply blood to your
baby.
There’s no reason not to start running when you’re
pregnant either. Gentle jogging is excellent exercise –
just build up gradually, alternating running with walking.
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What to wear
•
•
•

•

•
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A good pair of running shoes is essential to ease the impact
on your joints and ensure you don’t slip
Wear a well-fitting sports bra – your bigger breasts will thank
you for the extra support.
The FittaMamma High Support top is designed for high
impact exercise– it will hold your bump securely helping to lift
the weight onto your back and shoulders where you have
more natural strength. The firm hip band gives extra support
to your pelvic area – and CoolDry moisture wicking 		
content comes as standard
FittaMamma pants all have a supportive waist panel for your
bump and lower back. Three-quarter length Capris are a great
choice for runners – or choose the shorts if you’re running in
warmer weather.
A heart rate monitor is useful to make sure you’re not over
doing your training
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In the gym
If you are used to regular resistance training there’s
no reason to stop! Controlled weight lifting can be a
safe, suitable and effective exercise during pregnancy
- simply adapt your exercise routine as your bump
gets bigger.
Weight training will strengthen and tone your muscles
and improve stamina – helping you adapt to the
changes in your body as your baby develops, prepare
you for birth and for your postnatal recovery period.
Using a resistance machine has the big advantage
of minimising the risk of incorrect technique – a real
benefit as your bump gets bigger and your centre of
gravity shifts.

FittaMamma Tips for weight
training when pregnant
•

•

Use lighter weights– it’s better to increase the repetitions
and decrease the weight. The actual weight you can lift
comfortably will depend on your pre-pregnancy levels
Your centre of gravity changes as your baby develops 		
making it advisable to sit down to lift weights during
pregnancy.
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What kit to choose

• The gym is a very public place to work out – clothes
designed for pregnancy fitness will boost your
confidence as well as supporting your bump.
• We suggest the FittaMamma High Support Top. The
supportive back panel helps with posture, making it
easier to maintain a good technique and your bump is
held securely, distributing the extra baby weight onto 		
your back and shoulders where you have more natural
strength. CoolDry technology wicks moisture from your 		
skin for extra comfort.
• Which workout pants? ALL FittaMamma bottoms have
a supportive waist panel to hold your bump and lower 		
back. Three-quarter length Capris, shorts or full length
leggings are all equally suitable.
• Choose well-fitting, non slip multi-functional trainers and 		
cushioned socks
• Try introducing resistance bands as part of your
pregnancy workout - they work different muscle groups 		
effectively and will you make slower, more controlled
movements
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Cycling
Cycling is a great, low impact cardio activity with
added vitamin D!
There are plenty of countries where a bike is the
normal mode of transport and no-one would think
twice about cycling right up until their baby is born
- there’s no reason why you shouldn’t continue to
ride your bike as long as you feel comfortable on two
wheels.
Cycling gives you a fantastic lower body work out,
developing muscle strength with limited impact on
your joints. Your bike will help support your weight
and is less jarring on your bump – with lots of lovely
fresh air and Vitamin D into the bargain!
Don’t feel you should avoid your spinning class or
exercise bike in the gym either. Listen to your body
and enjoy what feels right for you.

A few things to think about
•

•
•
•
•

A ‘sit up and beg’ style of bike might be more 			
comfortable as your bump gets bigger – or raise your
handlebars so you sit more upright
Make sure your bike is properly adjusted so you can
easily reach the ground when you stop
If you’ve become bigger all round you’ll feel more
comfortable on a wider, more padded seat
Don’t be embarrassed to jump off and walk up hills
Hard-core off-road biking or road racing in a pack are
both potentially hazardous and not recommended for
pregnant Mammas!

What to wear
•

•

•

•
•
•
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Invest in a pair of well-padded gloves and remember
to move your hands as you’ll be resting a lot of weight 		
on your wrists
Proper trainers will stop your feet from slipping on the
pedals. Avoid clip in cycling shoes as you need to 		
be able to put your feet down quickly to compensate
for changes in your balance as your bump gets bigger
We would recommend the FittaMamma Mamma
Support Top which is comfortable, supportive and
perfect for moderate impact exercise.
Layers are a good idea for cooler days – a light pullover
with room for your bump is a good choice.
You’re cycling for two, so make sure you wear a
helmet!
FittaMamma cycling shorts are ideal for easy movement
and to support your bump
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Walking
Walking is great way to keep up your pregnancy
fitness, tone your muscles and all that fresh air and
Vitamin D is good for you too. Best of all it’s free!
Even if you can only find half an hour a day you
can build up a pace or carry weights for a super fit
pregnancy.
Take a walk in the park, power walk to the shops or
choose a scenic route and a picnic lunch – walking
is a sociable activity that’s ideal for all ages and can
accommodate all levels of fitness. And when you
baby is born regular walking can help you lose weight
after pregnancy too .......pushing your buggy or
carrying baby in a sling.

A few things to think about

•

•

•

•

Don’t overdo it! It’s easy to carry on walking until you’ve
had enough.....and then realise you have to walk back
as well!
Once your bump is too big for you to easily see where
you are putting your feet – take it easy and avoid steep
and uneven paths
If you’re not already a regular walker, start with a
comfortable stroll and build up to faster, more frequent
walking sessions.
Alternate brisk walking
with a slower pace and
exercise your upper body as
well by swinging your arms as
you walk.

What to wear / what you need
•

•

•

•
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Your centre of gravity changes when you’re pregnant 		
so wear sensible well fitting trainers or walking shoes.
For ‘off road’ walking, well-fitting, lightweight boots
with ankle support are a good idea
The new FittaMamma straight cut leggings are perfect
for walking – the legs have a comfortable relaxed fit
which works well over walking boots whilst your back
and bump will appreciate the supportive waist panel
On top? The Mamma Support top will hold your bump
securely and comfortably, or choose the Pregnancy
Yoga Top –it’s light, easy to wear and comes in lovely
summery colours. The longer length will keep your
bump snug without riding up
For added warmth, the Maternity Pullover is a good
choice - it’s light and easy to fit into a day sack.
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Yoga
Yoga is a gentle and beneficial way to keep fit with
all the advantages of stretching and toning with the
added bonus of calming the mind and preparing
your body for labour. The breathing techniques are
helpful when you give birth and you’ll be glad of the
improvements to your strength and flexibility as well.
Practising yoga in pregnancy promotes health and
well-being, is great for alleviating stress and tension,
improves your circulation and releases endorphins to
make you feel good too!

A few things to think about
•

•
•

•

Studies have shown that women who practise prenatal
yoga are less likely to develop high blood pressure or 		
go into premature labour.
Many ‘asanas’ help create more space in your pelvis 		
for your baby and can help ease back pain.
Several poses can assist or even speed up labour,
easing your baby’s entry into the world – and help 		
promote recovery postpartum as well.
A pregnancy yoga class is a good way to meet
other mums-to-be but yoga can easily be practised at 		
home too.

What you need
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
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A yoga mat provides an individual non-slip surface.
Blocks can help, especially for beginners, making it
easier to achieve some of the poses whilst you 		
improve your flexibility.
Yoga belts or straps can improve the benefit of
different poses.
Choose clothes that won’t ride up when your stretch
up or fall down when you bend down. The FittaMamma
Pregnancy Yoga top is deceptively simple but its longer
length and stretchy fabric will gently support and cover
your bump. Soft cotton makes it feel good against your
skin too.
Loose cut leggings are ideal for yoga – FittaMamma
Yoga Pants incorporate a supportive waist panel although choose the FittaMamma leggings or Capris if
you prefer a traditional close fit style.
If you could benefit from extra support, the Mamma 		
Support top will hold your bump comfortably whilst 		
allowing easy movement.
A soft blanket is useful, especially during relaxation 		
periods.
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Pilates
Pilates is a great pregnancy workout targeting your
core strength, pelvic floor muscles and flexibility!
Controlled movements help to develop strength
in your core muscles, improving your abdominal
strength and including those oh so important pelvic
floor exercises without straining your joints or back.
Pilates will help improve your posture and
circulation and increase your stability whilst the
relaxation and breathing techniques are a real boon
during labour. Many Pilates exercises are performed
on your hands and knees taking some of the strain
off your back and pelvis – in later stages it can help
encourage your baby into the right position.
Regular sessions are likely to lead to a more
comfortable pregnancy, an easier delivery and
speedier recovery.

A few things to bear in mind
•

•

•
•

•

Join an antenatal class to ensure your teacher is
trained in pregnancy Pilates – and meet other mumsto-be too.
Your instructor should adapt your exercises can be
adapted at each stage of pregnancy to allow for
gentler or more focused exercise, but stop if any
discomfort is experienced
Avoid exercising on your back after the first trimester
You won’t be able to work lying on your abdomen after
the first trimester but your instructor should be able to
demonstrate suitably modified exercises
Make sure your instructor demonstrates the correct
use of the exercise ball – especially if you are planning
to continue practising Pilates at home

What to wear / what you need
•

•
•

•

•

If you’re planning to do Pilates exercises at home it’s
worth buying a fit ball – they’re inexpensive and double
as a birthing ball for labour!
A Pilates mat is usually a little thicker than a yoga mat
although the two are interchangeable
Wear something comfortable but stretchy - we would
suggest FittaMamma leggings or Capris for comfort,
fit and support
The FittaMamma Mamma Support Top is our 		
recommended Pilates top, allowing freedom of
movement combined with comfortable support for
your bump
Keep a water bottle handy too!
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What makes the FittaMamma
maternity clothes special?
The clothes were designed to meet the needs of women who choose to stay
fit and active during their pregnancy: women who regularly worked out before
they became pregnant and who see no reason to stop; women who exercised
moderately and wish to continue and women who recognise the benefits of
exercise and want to include it in their life now they’re nurturing a new person.
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Printed care labels won’t
irritate the skin
Waistband can be rolled down
and under your bu mp for comfort
around your hips and pelvis

CoolDry technology
wicks moisture to keep
you fresh

Soft flat sea ms avoid
chafing your skin
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It’s the only maternity
fitnesswear range
designed to actively
support your baby bump
– so you can continue to
look good and feel good
whilst enjoying a healthy
active pregnancy.
The clothes offer varying
levels of support to meet
different exercise needs
and are suitable for a wide
range of activities, fitness
classes, working out at
home - or even to wear for
everyday support.
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These aren’t simply exercise clothes with extra room – they are specifically created to work
throughout your pregnancy and will continue to fit and support your tummy after your baby is born.
High Support Top
Built in inner bra for comfort and support

Side panels provide extra support around your baby bu mp
Unique F ittaMa mma back panel with firm two way stretch
supports your back, helps lift the weight of your belly onto
your back and shoulders and improves posture
Mamma Support Top
Built in inner bra for
comfort and support

F irm, wide elasticated waistband sits under your bu mp
for additional support, holding your hips and pelvis
F lattering gently ruched
design supports throughout
your pregnancy

Pregnancy Yoga Top

F lattering side piping

Longer length and curved
lower edge won’t ride up

www.fittamamma.com

• Wide straps to cover your bra
• Soft flat sea ms avoid chafing your skin
• Printed care labels won’t irritate
• CoolDry technology wicks moisture to keep you fresh
• Soft stretchy F ittaMa mma fabric with high cotton content
- looks good throughout your pregnancy and postpartu m
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Supporting active Mammas

Call us on +44 1 444 876900
Email us at support@fittamamma.com
For more information and about exercise during pregnancy, with trimester
specific workouts visit:
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